M oyaMoya disease (MMD) is an idiopathic, progressive arteriopathy of the terminal internal carotid artery (ICA) and proximal portions of its branches, including the middle cerebral artery (MCA) and the anterior cerebral artery. 8, 16, 25 Stenosis progression (SP) in patients with MMD occurs frequently. 17 Various factors regarding vascular remodeling, including matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their natural inhibitors (tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases [TIMPs]), are known to be altered in MMD, 2, 5, 8, 13, 14, 16, 19, 25, 30 implying that dysregulation of the vascular remodeling response to various stressors could be the mechanism of SP. ) was defined as the shear rate multiplied by blood viscosity. results After adjusting the initial stenosis degree and MRA stage of MMD, an SP of ≥ 20% and an SPR of ≥ 10%/ year were associated with the highest-quartile WSSVs for all individual vessels and for MCAs and ICAs separately. For each hemisphere, an MSP of ≥ 20% and an MSPR of ≥ 10%/year were associated with the highest-quartile mean WSSVs. Furthermore, significant SP was highly correlated with vascular complications, and the highest-quartile mean WSSV was independently associated with vascular complications in relevant hemispheres. coNclusioNs An elevated WSSV is an independent predictor for SP and vascular complications in nonoccluded MMD.
elevated endothelial wall shear stress (WSS), a force generated by the blood flow nearest to the vessel wall and imposed on the vascular endothelium, can significantly alter the levels and activities of these factors and consequently promote vascular remodeling. 4, 6, 23, 26 Considering that the WSS is highest at the primary pathological sites of MMD, the terminal ICA and its proximal branches, we hypothesized that elevated WSS may play an important pathophysiological role in the progression of MMD. 14, 29 In terms of measuring the magnitude of WSS, numerous studies indirectly calculated the relative WSS value (WSSV) with sonography by measuring arterial diameter and centerline flow velocity. 10, 11 Transcranial Doppler (TCD) measures the velocity of blood flow in basal cerebral arteries and can estimate arterial stenosis. 1, 28, 31 Therefore, TCD can be useful in diagnosing and staging MMD. 18 TCD also precisely locates the site of arterial stenosis, so we can estimate the shear rate (SR) at a relevant site by using both TCD and MR angiography (MRA). In this study, we hypothesized that for nonoccluded vessels in patients with MMD, an elevated WSSV could be an independent predictor for SP. Therefore, we evaluated WSSVs with TCD and MRA to determine their relationship with SP and vascular complications.
methods study population and Follow-up
We identified 106 patients older than 18 years who were diagnosed with MMD between 2003 and 2012 at Seoul National University Hospital. MMD was diagnosed by digital subtraction angiography according to current diagnostic criteria. 15 To evaluate the factors associated with arterial stenosis, patients who met the following conditions were subjected to further analysis: 1) at least 1 vessel of the distal ICA and the proximal MCA of each hemisphere not occluded; 2) baseline MRI/MRA and TCD evaluations with an interval of less than 2 weeks; 3) favorable temporal windows for TCD and adequate TCD data; 4) follow-up MRI/MRA with an interval of more than 12 months; 5) no other potential causes of moyamoya syndrome; and 6) no surgical treatment for MMD until the follow-up MRI/MRA (because such a surgery might have significantly altered the hemodynamics of basal cerebral arteries). As a result, 19 patients with complete occlusion of both the MCA and the ICA, 26 patients with inadequate follow-up MRI/MRA, and 30 patients who had received surgical treatment were excluded. Thirty-one patients (58 hemispheres and 95 nonoccluded moyamoya vessels [57 ICAs and 38 MCAs]) were enrolled in our study. Clinical, laboratory, demographic, radiographic, and sonographic profiles of each patient were compiled. Vascular complications, such as cerebral hemorrhage and ischemia, that were confirmed by MRI were noted also. Approval to conduct this study was received from the Seoul National University Hospital Institutional Review Board. All medical records/information were anonymized and deidentified before analysis.
analysis mri and mra
Initial and follow-up MRI/MRA was performed by using either a 1.5-T or a 3.0-T imaging system (Siemens Verio) according to an MRI protocol that included FLAIR, gradient echo, time-of-flight (TOF) angiography, and contrast-enhanced MRA with or without diffusion-weighted imaging. Stages of arterial stenosis in each hemisphere were scored from 0 to 10 by summing the scores of the ICA, MCA, anterior cerebral artery, and posterior cerebral artery according to a method introduced by Houkin et al. 9 (0, normal; 1, stenosis of C 1 /M 1 ; 2, focal occlusion of C 1 / M 1 ; and 3, total nonvisualization of C 1 /M 1 [for the ICA and MCA]; or 0, normal; 1, stenosis/focal occlusion of A 2 / P 2 ; and 2, total nonvisualization of A 2 /P 2 [for the anterior cerebral artery and posterior cerebral artery]). To evaluate the degree of stenosis precisely, we measured the arterial diameter of each nonoccluded vessel in the 4-timesmagnified view of TOF angiography sequences at the most stenosed portion in the proximal M 1 segment for the MCA and the ophthalmic segment (C 6 ) for the ICA. Source images of TOF MRI sequences were also reviewed. Because vessel stenosis in patients with MMD is longitudinal, the diameter ratio (DR) was adopted for evaluating the relative degrees of stenosis. The DR was calculated by dividing the arterial diameter by the reference value, which is the proximal basilar artery diameter evaluated at the level just distal to the anterior inferior cerebellar artery branching. 24 The stenosis degree (SD) was calculated by subtracting the DR from 1 (SD = 1 -DR). The factors for disease progression were defined as follows: SP (percentage) as the increment of SD from the initial visit to the follow-up, and SP rate 
sonographic analysis
Basal cerebral arteries were evaluated sonographically by a 2-MHz pulsed Doppler instrument according to standard protocol. The studies were conducted by a skilled sonographer and read by 2 stroke specialists who were blinded to the clinical data. TCD data, including mean flow velocity (MFV [cm/sec]) and pulsatility index, were obtained at the level of the distal portion of the ICA (from a transorbital window with an insonation depth of 65-80 mm, by identifying a receding flow proximal to the ICA bifurcation) and the proximal portion of the MCA (from a temporal window with an insonation depth of 65-70 mm, by identifying an approaching flow approximately 10-15 mm distal to the ICA bifurcation). 22 
evaluation of endothelial shear stress
The WSSV (dyne/cm 2 ) was calculated by multiplying the SR and blood viscosity (BV). Assuming that the termi-nal ICA and proximal MCA are circular pipes and that the velocity profile of the blow flow is parabolic, SR (g) could be defined as follows:
where MFV and D are the mean flow velocity and lumen diameter, respectively. 11 For BV (m), considering the shear thinning effect of blood flow, we adopted the Carreau-Yasuda model:
where m is the viscosity for SR g; m ∞ is the viscosity for infinite SR; m 0 is the viscosity at 0 SR; and l cy , a, and n are fitting parameters.
3 For a valid blood-mimicking fluid, KSCN-X solution, these parameters have the following values: m 0 = 22 cP; m ∞ = 2.2 cP; a = 0.644; n = 0.392; and l cy = 0.110 sec. Given that the BV increases exponentially with increasing hematocrit levels, correction for the variations in BV according to the hematocrit level is necessary. We used the method proposed by Box et al. 3 to replace the parameter n with the hematocrit level. Mean WSSVs from the ipsilateral ICAs/MCAs were also calculated and defined as mean WSSV (MWSSV) (dyne/cm 2 ). The Reynolds number was calculated according to the following equation:
where r is the blood density (assumed to be 1.060 × 10 3 kg/m 3 ), MFV is the mean velocity of the blood (m/sec), r is the radius of the vessel (mm), and m is the BV (cP). A Reynolds number of < 1000 is usually considered characteristic of laminar flow. 7 The luminal irregularity, or curvature of the vessels, was not taken into account in the evaluation of the WSSV.
statistical analysis
IBM SPSS Statistics version 21.0 for Windows was used for statistical analysis. Student t-tests were conducted for interval variables, and chi-square tests were used for dichotomous or qualitative variables. Variables with a p value < 0.10 were included in the multivariate analysis. For multivariate analysis, a logistic regression test was used. A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used to evaluate the efficacy of the WSSV to predict SP. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
results characteristics of the study population
The median follow-up duration was 23 months (range 12-60 months, interquartile range [IQR] 15-35 months). Eight patients (25.8%) were male, and the mean age was 46.0 ± 11.5 years. Clinical and demographic profiles are listed in Table 1 . For the 58 hemispheres, the initial mean SD (± standard deviation) was 27.1% ± 17.8%. The median MRA stages were 3 (IQR 1-4) for each hemisphere and 5 (IQR 4-8) for the sum of bilateral hemispheres. The median follow-up MRA stage was 4 (IQR 2-5), and progression of stage was noted in 9 patients (15.5%) for each hemisphere. Ten vascular complications (17.2%; 7 ischemia and 3 hemorrhage) developed during follow-up with a mean delay of 21.9 ± 9.7 years ( Table 2) .
stenosis progression
For each vessel, the initial mean SD was 38. (Tables 2 and 3) . 
Profiles of WSS
In the sonographic analyses, the MWSSVs were 12.3 ± 8.5 dyne/cm 2 for ICAs and 15.4 ± 9.7 dyne/cm 2 for MCAs, and the MWSSV for each hemisphere was 13.5 ± 7.3 dyne/ cm 2 (Tables 2 and 3 ). The Reynolds number ranged from 35.0 to 683.0, indicating that blood flows could be regarded as laminar. To evaluate the effect of an elevated WSSV in the progression of vessel stenosis, we selected vessels/ hemispheres of which the WSSV/MWSSV were in the highest-quartile group (highest-quartile WSSV/MWSSV). To adjust the effect of initial SD with the WSSV or the progression of vessel stenosis, we evaluated the relations of progression factors with factors such as having an initial SD value higher than the median (upper-half SD) or higher than the third quartile (highest-quartile SD) and advanced hemispheric MRA stage (MRA stage ≥ 4), and we adjusted them for later analyses.
Factors associated with sp in individual Nonoccluded vessels
In the univariate analysis for factors related to significant SP in MCAs, the highest-quartile WSSV was significantly associated with an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/ year, whereas the highest-quartile SD was associated with an SPR ≥ 10%/year. No conventional cerebrovascular risk factor was associated with SP. After adjusting for factors associated with the initial SD, multivariate analysis showed that a WSSV in the highest quartile was the only prognostic factor for an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/year. In the univariate analysis of ICAs, a WSSV in the highest quartile was associated significantly with an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/year, whereas factors regarding the initial SD or cardiovascular risk factors were insignificant. In the multivariate analysis, a WSSV in the highest quartile was confirmed to be the predictive factor for an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/year. In the univariate analysis of all individual vessels (MCAs and ICAs combined), a WSSV in the highest quartile was significantly associated with an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/year, whereas an SD in the highest quartile was associated with an SP ≥ 20%. Moreover, MCAs, more so than ICAs, were associated with an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/year. Multivariate analysis showed that a WSSV in the highest quartile was the independent prognostic factor for an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/year. MCAs, more so than ICAs, remained significantly associated with an SP ≥ 20% and an SPR ≥ 10%/ year (Table 4) .
Factors associated with sp in individual hemispheres
In the univariate analysis for factors related to significant SP in each hemisphere, an MWSSV in the highest quartile was significantly associated with an MSP ≥ 20% and an MSPR ≥ 10%/year, whereas hyperlipidemia was also associated with an MSP ≥ 20%. No other conventional cerebrovascular risk factors or initial SD factors were significantly associated with SP. Multivariate analysis revealed that an MWSSV in the highest quartile was the only prognostic factor for an MSP ≥ 20% and an MSPR ≥ 10%/year ( Table 5 ). The durations of follow-up were comparable between the group with an MSP ≥ 20% and the group with an MSP < 20%, and the group with an MSPR < 10%/year had a longer follow-up duration than the group with an MSPR ≥ 10%/year. Furthermore, groups with significant hemispheric SP (MSP ≥ 20% and MSPR ≥ 10%/year) showed more frequent development of vascular complications than the groups without it. The times until complication development were comparable between the groups (Table 6 ).
Factors associated with vascular complications in individual hemispheres
In the univariate analysis for factors related to the development of vascular complications in relevant hemispheres, an MWSSV in the highest quartile was significantly associated with the development of vascular complications. No other conventional cerebrovascular risk factors or initial SD factors had a significant association. Multivariate analysis revealed that an MWSSV in the highest quartile was the only predictor for vascular complications (Table 7) .
roc curve analysis
In ROC curve analysis for MCAs, a WSSV in the highest quartile predicted an SP ≥ 20% with a sensitivity of 73.3% and a specificity of 69.6%, and an SPR ≥ 10%/year with a sensitivity of 81.3% and a specificity of 68.2%. For ICAs, a WSSV in the highest quartile predicted an SP ≥ 20% with a sensitivity of 71.4% and a specificity of 64.0%, and an SPR ≥ 10%/year with a sensitivity of 80.0% and a specificity of 64.0%. For all individual vessels combined, a WSSV in the highest quartile predicted an SP ≥ 20% with a sensitivity of 81.8% and a specificity of 71.2%, and an SPR ≥ 10%/year with a sensitivity of 80.8% and a specificity of 71.0%. For each hemisphere, an MWSSV in the highest quartile predicted an MSP ≥ 20% with a sensitivity of 76.5% and a specificity of 69.2%, and an MSPR ≥ 10%/year with a sensitivity of 63.6% and a specificity of 58.7% (Fig. 1) . 
discussion
In patients with MMD, before vessels became occluded, a WSSV in the highest quartile was associated with the absolute magnitude (SP) and rate (SPR) of SP in each vessel and also with the absolute magnitude (MSP) and rate (MSPR) of SP in each hemisphere. Furthermore, significant SP was highly associated with the development of symptoms, and a hemispheric MWSSV in the highest quartile was an independent predictor of vascular complications in the relevant hemispheres. This relationship was independent of initial SD, MR stage of MMD, duration of follow-up, and other vascular risk factors. This result might be explained by an altered vascular remodeling response to elevated WSS; thus, the WSSV according to TCD might be an important indicator of MMD progression.
When the vessel is not stenosed and blood flow is undisturbed, WSS normally keeps endothelial cells in a stable state by downregulating inflammatory cytokines (e.g., interleukin 1, interleukin 4, and tumor necrosis factor-a) and growth factors (e.g., platelet-derived growth factor, fibroblast growth factor-2, and insulin-like growth factor-I). 4, 8, 16, 23 This noninflammatory/nonproliferative state results in the suppression of basement membrane-degrading MMPs (MMP-2 and MMP-9) and inhibition of smoothmuscle cell migration into the intima. 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 21, 23 However, in a stenosed vessel, a decrease in the diameter likely increases the WSS. Elevated WSS causes endothelial cells and smooth-muscle cells to significantly overexpress MMP-2 and MMP-9, consequently inducing a disproportional increase of MMPs over TIMPs and thereby degrading the extracellular matrix and promoting the migration and proliferation of vascular smooth-muscle cells, which results in adaptive vascular remodeling. 26 In patients with MMD, SP is accompanied by fibrocellular thickening of the intima with an increased number of smooth-muscle cells, undulation of the elastic lamina, and attenuation of the media, 16, 25 which implies a possibility that the altered behaviors of MMPs and TIMPs play a significant pathophysiological role in the SP of MMD. There have been numerous studies regarding the altered expression of MMPs and TIMPs in patients with MMD. Overexpression of MMP-9 2,5,13 and reduced expression of MMP-3, TIMP-1, and TIMP-2 2,13,30 have been documented in patients with MMD. Genetic studies of familial MMD have found polymorphisms in the MMP-3 gene 19 and the TIMP-2 promoter gene.
14 These alterations in MMP expression/function might result in immoderate extracellular matrix degradation/deposition and smooth-muscle cell proliferation/migration in response to elevated WSS. The excessive thickening of the intima and progressive vascular narrowing in patients with MMD are possible results of this dysregulation in the vascular remodeling response to high WSS in the terminal ICA and its proximal branches, where the flow is considerably fast and branches are in a very acute angle (proximal MCA). Considering that the initial SD was not significantly associated with SP in our study, WSS elevation might be an independent driving force behind the progression of MMD and not simply a consequence of vessel stenosis.
Our finding that MCAs were more associated with SP than ICAs is also interesting. Considering the relatively early disease stages of the study population, we can infer that the proximal MCA might usually be involved before the distal ICA in the early stage of MMD. Additional studies aimed at replicating our findings and determining the underlying mechanism should be conducted. There are several limitations of our study. First, we indirectly estimated that the SR of blood flow would be Newtonian and did not take vessel curvature into account. Therefore, we adopted an indirect term, WSSV, to indicate the relative magnitude of the actual WSS. Computational flow dynamic studies using 3D angiography are necessary to evaluate the actual WSS at the site of interest. This direct estimation is especially important in investigating WSS profiles of turbulent flow characteristics, such as those of intracranial aneurysms. 27 However, in clinical contexts in which laminar flow could be assumed, numerous studies sonographically measured the relative magnitude of WSS and performed quantitative analysis to establish its pathophysiological role in the development of various vascular diseases. 10, 11 The parabolic velocity profile was assumed in those studies, and velocity at the centerline of flow was evaluated. Considering that the ophthalmic segment of the ICA and the proximal M 1 of the MCA are relatively large and straight, that the flow characteristics in this study were laminar with uniformly low Reynolds numbers, and that the MFV can be estimated precisely with TCD, 1 the relative magnitude of WSS evaluated in this study might have sufficient validity. Second, we used TOF sequences to estimate SDs, which might have overestimated the SDs in cases of highly stenosed vessels. However, the highest initial SD was 72.4% (the highest follow-up SD was 83.4%), and only 2 vessels had an SD > 70% (6 vessels had a follow-up SD ≥ 70%), which indicates that the initial and follow-up SDs might have been evaluated appropriately in most cases. Third, the number of patients in this study was small, which might weaken the statistical certainty. This small study population might be related to the rarity of MMD and the high frequency of surgical intervention. Fourth, TCD is an evaluation tool that depends highly on the technician. In addition, our retrospective design and relatively short follow-up duration (median 23 months) might also be limitations of our study. Prospective studies aimed at confirming and extending the retrospective findings of different Doppler laboratories might be warranted.
conclusions
In patients with MMD, elevated WSS is independently associated with SP and the development of vascular complications. Evidence from large prospective studies or from direct measurement of WSS is needed before applying these values in clinical practice.
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